Health and Safety at work impacts worker wellbeing 4 times more than any other
working condition. Factories where workers are happier with health and hygiene
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issues and feel comfortable raising concerns make more than 7% more profits.

A Snapshot from Better Work

The International Labour Organisation (ILO) estimates that 2.34 million workers die each year from work-related accidents and diseases. To mark World Occupational Safety and
Health Day, Better Work - a partnership between the ILO and the International Finance Corporation (IFC) which supports garment sector improvements releases a snapshot of
findings from factories across several countries. In 2013, Better Work worked in factories across Cambodia, Haiti, Indonesia, Jordan, Lesotho, Nicaragua and Vietnam.

Women make up the vast majority of the world’s garment workers. These jobs are an important source of
In 2013
income for young women with low education levels in developing countries, yet the industry is also challenged
• 727 assessment reports of conditions were produced • 8614 workers were trained • 2484 advisory visits were conducted where factories were given coaching
by many issues related to working conditions, some of which impact adversely upon women. Better Work’s
research finds that creating better conditions for women can bring business benefits including greater resilience,
Areas of Progress: Worker Protection & Empowerment
New Policies and Systems
profitability and better recruitment and retention. This data represents the latest findings from Better Work
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Promising Developments

In Haiti workers in 60% more factories
have been trained to use personal
protective equipment and 25% more
factories have trained workers to use
fire-fighting equipment.*
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addressing safety and health
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In Lesotho, 15% more
factories began conducting
emergency drills between
2011 and 2012.

Surveys of workers indicate that it is a significant concern
of theirs. Power differences, misaligned pay incentives,
and the high pressure nature of garment work, have
been identified as contributing factors. Women are most
often, but not exclusively, the target of sexual harassment.
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The number of factories in Haiti
that have proper OSH policies has
jumped from 30% to 95%.

In Lesotho, all factories now
have a written OSH policy,
nearly 40% more than in 2011.
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In Indonesia, 93% of factories are
now recording
100% work-related
of factoriesaccidents
and diseases, an increase of more
in Haiti paid workers correctly
than 40% across a one year period.

More than 95% of employers provided
during breastfeeding breaks,
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transport for female workers who work at
a 30% increase.
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night to enable them to get home safely.
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*The data from Haiti represents changes across seven assessments from 2010-2013
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Tackling occupational safety and health is difficult and often expensive. It remains a major
challenge across many industries. Some notable areas in need of attention are:

Remaining Challenges

Sexual harassment of workers remains an issue in the industry.
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Proper training for workers on protective equipment remains a problem
in many countries such as Indonesia, Nicaragua, Lesotho and Haiti.
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For more visit www.betterwork.org

